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A Simple Histone Code Opens Many Paths to Epigenetics
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Abstract

Nucleosomes can be covalently modified by addition of various chemical groups on several of their exposed histone amino
acids. These modifications are added and removed by enzymes (writers) and can be recognized by nucleosome-binding
proteins (readers). Linking a reader domain and a writer domain that recognize and create the same modification state
should allow nucleosomes in a particular modification state to recruit enzymes that create that modification state on nearby
nucleosomes. This positive feedback has the potential to provide the alternative stable and heritable states required for
epigenetic memory. However, analysis of simple histone codes involving interconversions between only two or three types
of modified nucleosomes has revealed only a few circuit designs that allow heritable bistability. Here we show by computer
simulations that a histone code involving alternative modifications at two histone positions, producing four modification
states, combined with reader-writer proteins able to distinguish these states, allows for hundreds of different circuits
capable of heritable bistability. These expanded possibilities result from multiple ways of generating two-step cooperativity
in the positive feedback - through alternative pathways and an additional, novel cooperativity motif. Our analysis reveals
other properties of such epigenetic circuits. They are most robust when the dominant nucleosome types are different at
both modification positions and are not the type inserted after DNA replication. The dominant nucleosome types often
recruit enzymes that create their own type or destroy the opposing type, but never catalyze their own destruction. The
circuits appear to be evolutionary accessible; most circuits can be changed stepwise into almost any other circuit without
losing heritable bistability. Thus, our analysis indicates that systems that utilize an expanded histone code have huge
potential for generating stable and heritable nucleosome modification states and identifies the critical features of such
systems.
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Introduction

The histone proteins that form the nucleosomes that package

eukaryotic DNA are subject to various post-translational modifi-

cations of several of their exposed amino acid residues. These

chemical modifications are added and removed by a large number

of specific enzymes, and create the potential for a vast number of

different nucleosome types. Specific modifications (i.e. particular

chemical modifications of particular histone residues) affect the

binding of other proteins to nucleosomes, which in turn can affect

the packaging, replication, recombination, repair and expression

of the underlying DNA. Many different protein domains or

modules have been shown to confer modification- sensitive

nucleosome binding [1]. The presence of multiple modification

‘reader’ domains within a single protein or protein complex

inspired the histone code hypothesis - that specific combinations of

different modifications can have distinct downstream consequenc-

es [2]. More recent experimental observations support this idea.

First, high resolution ChIP analysis has shown that complex

patterns of histone modifications are associated with specific

sequences [3]. Although ChIP does not prove co-existence of

modifications on single nucleosomes, top-down mass spectrometry

has revealed over 100 different modification patterns on individual

histone proteins in vivo [4,5]. Secondly, there is now a number of

examples, at least in vitro, of multivalent reader proteins

distinguishing different combinations of modifications at multiple

histone positions [6–9].

Combining a protein element that can recognize a specific

nucleosome modification with a protein element that can catalyze

(‘write’) the same modification creates the possibility for positive

feedback and bistability [10–14]. The idea is that specifically

modified nucleosomes recruit enzymes that cause other nearby

nucleosomes to become similarly modified. This feedback and the

distribution of parental nucleosomes to nearby locations on both

daughter DNA molecules after DNA replication [15], means that

alternative modification states could be persistent and heritable

within a cluster of nucleosomes. Such states are believed to provide

for epigenetic regulation of the underlying genes, allowing

transient signals to produce the long-term and heritable expression

states needed for cell differentiation and development. Indeed,

several histone modifying enzymes involved in epigenetic regula-

tion are known to recognize and create the same modification [16–

19].

Theoretical analyses of such systems [11,20–25] have shown

that in order to generate heritable bistability, the positive feedback

recruitment reaction must be: (1) non-local on the DNA (i.e.
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involving interactions between non-adjacent nucleosomes), (2)

substantially more frequent than non-recruited changes in

modification state (such as by histone replacements, random

modifications and DNA replication), and (3) cooperative. We have

previously examined two ways in which the cooperativity

requirement can be met. Direct or explicit cooperativity involves

the modifying enzyme needing at least two nucleosomes of a

particular type in order to create a new nucleosome of that type

(Fig. 1A), for example, if the enzyme is only efficiently recruited by

simultaneous contact with two or more nucleosomes [24,25].

Indirect, or two-step, cooperativity occurs when creation of a

particular nucleosome type requires two successive modification

steps, each of which can be catalysed by an enzyme recruited by

just one nucleosome of that type [11,21]. Two-step cooperativity

requires at least three nucleosome types, which can be achieved

using a single histone residue if there are at least three modification

states of that residue e.g. a particular lysine may be unmodified,

acetylated or methylated (Fig. 1B).

Modeling has so far been confined to systems involving

recognition and modification reactions at single histone residues

(e.g. Fig. 1AB). Here, we analyze the possibilities for generating

heritably bistable systems with a minimal histone code in which

there are modifications at two separate histone positions.

Methods

In its simplest form, where each of the two histone positions is

allowed only two possible states, unmodified or modified, this

system produces four nucleosome types (0, 1, 2 and 3; Fig. 1C).

Applying the histone code concept, the enzymes that bind to and

modify these nucleosomes should be capable of distinguishing the

four combinations. Thus, there are eight specific modification or

de-modification reactions capable of causing inter-conversions

between the four types. (It should be noted that because each

nucleosome has two copies of each histone and has two-fold

symmetry, two modification states at each of two histone positions

in fact results in 10 distinct nucleosome types - see Fig. 1 legend.

Our simplification is that all enzymes in the system are recognizing

modifications on one half of a nucleosome - essentially that each

nucleosome in our system is comprised of two independent half-

nucleosomes).

Each of the four nucleosome types may or may not recruit an

enzyme that catalyzes a particular reaction. Thus there are 24~16
possible combinations for each of the eight reactions, giving a total

state space of 168 circuits. We reduced this state space by allowing

each of the eight reactions to be catalyzed by only one or none of

the nucleosome types, giving five possibilities for each reaction and

thus 58~390625 possible circuits. Effectively, we are examining

those cases that have maximal discrimination between nucleosome

types. One particular circuit (the ‘classical’ circuit, most similar to

the 3-nucleosome type system) is shown in Fig. 1C. Each possible

circuit is defined by a code assigning, for each reaction, the

nucleosome that recruits the enzyme for that reaction. All

reactions can also occur by ‘noise’, random transitions occurring

irrespective of the status of other nucleosomes in the system.

Reactions not subject to recruited modification only occur through

this process. We also simplified the system by not adding

cooperativity to the individual recruitment reactions and by

making all recruitment reactions of equal strength and all noise

reactions of equal strength.

In addition, the four nucleosome states should be distinguish-

able by the reader proteins that control the expression of the

underlying genes. A prevalence of a specific nucleosome type (E1)

would result in one epigenetic state (e.g. gene activity) while

another type (E2) would be associated with the alternative

epigenetic state (e.g. gene inactivity). With a four-nucleosome

code these E1 and E2 nucleosomes could either be opposite to

each other in the circuit (i.e. different at both histone positions) or

adjacent to each other (i.e. different at only one histone position).

The final description needed for the circuit is to define the type

of nucleosome that is inserted after replication, R (Fig. 1). The R

type can be one of the E1 or E2 types (R-in circuit) or one of the

other nucleosome types (R-out circuit), giving 4 different circuit

types: E-opposite/R-out, E-opposite/R-in, E-adjacent/R-out and

E-adjacent/R-in.

The ability of any specific circuit to generate stable and

heritable alternative modification states was tested by iteration of

recruitment reactions, non-recruitment (noise) reactions and DNA

replication steps among a system of N~30 nucleosomes (strictly,

30 half-nucleosomes) as follows.

1. Recruitment: A nucleosome i and nucleosome j are selected

randomly. If j is a type that can catalyze modification of

nucleosome i (determined by the circuit), then i is changed

accordingly (if j can modify i in two ways, one is randomly

chosen). If j is in no such state, then nothing happens. Note that

recruitment is not subject to distance constraints in this scheme;

any nucleosome in the system is equally likely to modify any

other by recruitment.

2. Noise: With probability b, a random nucleosome is changed to

one of its neighbor types.

3. Replication: At DNA replication, all nucleosomes have a

probability 0.5 to be replaced by a nucleosome of the R type.

The replication step happens after N:r iterations of steps 1 and

2 (one generation). We used r~50, thus for our standard case

with N~30, there are about 50 recruitment attempts and 50:b
random conversions per nucleosome in the system per

generation.

Given a particular circuit we simulate a N~30 system for 250

generations, starting with all nucleosomes of the E1 type.

Subsequently we re-initiate the system by making all nucleosome

Author Summary

Specialized enzymes add and remove chemical modifica-
tions to the histone proteins that package DNA into
nucleosomes. These modifications act as labels to recruit
various proteins to the DNA locations where they are
needed to control DNA functions, such as gene expression.
The modifications are usually made and maintained in
response to specific signals. However, if a modifying
enzyme is itself recruited by the modification it makes,
then this positive feedback could cause the modification
or its absence to be self-sustaining, and even heritable,
once the signal has gone. We used computer simulations
to systematically explore the possibilities for such epige-
netic states when there is an expanded modification ‘code’
- one that involves the presence or absence of two
different modifications rather than just one. We found that
this small expansion of the histone code allows hundreds
of different modification and enzyme recruitment schemes
to give alternative stable and heritable states. These
worked best when the nucleosomes in alternative states
were differently modified at both positions. All working
schemes involved positive feedback and cooperativity
between nucleosomes. Thus, even a simple histone code
could be used in many ways to make stable and heritable,
yet reversible, marks on DNA.

Histone Codes and Epigenetics
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the alternative E2 type and continue the simulation for another

250 generations. To minimize the effect of randomness of

individual simulations, we repeat this procedure 4 times, thus

simulating each circuit for a total of 2000 generations.

The simulations are done at low noise, b~0:01, Just before

each replication we record the state of the system by counting the

number of E1 and E2 nucleosomes, NE1 and NE2. An example of

such a time-series is shown in Fig. 1D. The quality of our circuit is

evaluated from this time-series.

The first measure, testing for a balanced bistability is

B ~ 4:pE1
:pE2 ð1Þ

where pE1 and pE2 are the respective probabilities for the system as

a whole being in one of the epigenetic states. We characterize the

system as being in state E1 if the number of nucleosome of this

type NE1 exceeds the alternate type by at least half of the

Figure 1. Model for nucleosome modification circuits, using a code with two histone modifications. (A) A simple modification scheme
previously shown to be capable of giving heritable bistability [24,25] in which one residue per nucleosome is either unmodified (0) or modified (1),
generating two nucleosome types, each associated with a distinct epigenetic regulatory state (E1 or E2). The grey box indicates the nucleosome type
(R) that is added after DNA replication, which causes roughly half of the nucleosomes in the system to be converted to the R type. Interconversion
reactions (red arrows) may occur at a rate that is unaffected by nearby nucleosomes (dashed red arrows) or are stimulated by enzymes recruited by
other nucleosomes (green arrows). The green double-tailed arrow indicates direct cooperativity due to recruitment by two nucleosomes. (B) A three
nucleosome-type scheme also shown to give heritable bistability [11,21], in which a single residue per nucleosome can exist in three modification
states (e.g. H3K9ac, H3K9 and H3K9me). (C) Extended scheme analyzed here in which each nucleosome can be modified (1) or not (0) at two different
histone positions, making a total of 4 nucleosome types (00, 10, 01, 11; e.g. H3K4K9, H3K4meK9, H3K4K9me, H3K4meK9me). [Note that our model
effectively only considers the modification combinations for each half-nucleosome (one copy of each histone protein), whereas two binary
modifications on each half nucleosome give 10 different full-nucleosome types (00/00, 00/01, 00/10, 00/11, 01/01, 01/10, 01/11, 10/10, 10/11, 11/11)].
Enzymatic transitions between types are by addition or removal of one modification. Each of the 58~390625 patterns of recruitment-reaction
connections are defined by a specific circuit code that lists the recruiting nucleosome (0, 1, 2, 3) for each of the eight reactions; non-recruited ‘noise’
transitions are denoted ‘x’. We term the specific circuit shown in (C) the ‘‘classical’’ motif due to its similarity with the previously studied three
nucleosome-type motif shown in (B). (D) Time course displaying strong bistability for the circuit in (C), showing the numbers of E1 and E2
nucleosomes in a 30 nucleosome system (with noise level b~0:01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g001

Histone Codes and Epigenetics
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nucleosomes in the system, i.e. pE1~p(NE1{NE2wN=2) and

reversely for pE2.

A B value of 1 corresponds to pE1~pE2~0:5. We consider a B
value of 0.75 a threshold for a good balance of the two states; if

either pE1 or pE2 is ,0.25 or .0.75, then Bv0:75. This also

allows the system some ‘undecided’ time, since B~0:75 for a

system that is in state E1 43.3% of the time and in state E2 43.3%

of the time.

The second score for bistability measures the stability of the

epigenetic states, and is simply the frequency of switches between

the states per generation fsw. Strongly bistable systems which

remain in E1 for the first 250 generations of the simulation and in

E2 for the second 250 generations, and so forth for all 4

simulations of each code are assigned a stability fsw~0:0005.

The third measure of bistability was the average number of

generations the system spends in intermediate states when

switching between the E1 and E2 states, tjump. We set a threshold

value of tjumpv2, reflecting the decisiveness expected to be

important in epigenetic regulatory systems.

In general these measures of bistability were strongly affected by

noise, and thus the larger noise a code can sustain, the more robust

(to noise) is its associated bistability. Initial screening of circuits was

done with a noise level b~0:01.

Results

Modifications at two positions allow many bistable
circuits

Fig. 2 examines all 58 possible circuits for each of the four

possible assignments of the E1, E2 and R nucleosome types. The

scatter plots show B and fsw scores for all circuits with tjumpv2.

Circuits falling in the lower right side of the plots are the most

bistable; we defined ‘working’ circuits as those with Bw0:75,

fswv0:1 (and tjumpv2). Some of the bistable circuits are shown in

Fig. 2. Although we used a low noise level for testing, many of the

circuits remained bistable with noise increased four-fold.

We were surprised by the number and variety of circuits able to

produce good heritable bistability, especially considering that our

search was limited in several ways: 1) It disregarded the possibility

that a given enzymatic reaction can be catalyzed by more than one

of the 4 nucleosome types. 2) It disregarded that enzymatic

reactions and noise moves may be individually graded, and

thereby fine tuned to balance an otherwise biased drift among the

states. 3) It disregarded the possibility for explicit cooperativity. In

addition, our criteria for deciding whether the system was in the

E1 or E2 state and for defining reasonable balance between these

states were quite stringent.

The number of working circuits can be taken as a measure of

mutational robustness for the corresponding E1, E2 and R

arrangements. The E-opposite/R-out arrangement was the most

robust with 202 working circuits. However the E-opposite/R-in

and E-adjacent/R-out arrangements have 67 and 19 working

circuits, respectively. The E-adjacent/R-in arrangement gave no

bistable circuits by our criteria. These data allow us to conclude:

1) Bistability is most robustly obtained when the alternate

epigenetic states are different at both histone positions. This

separation allows most easily for two-step cooperativity,

where E1 or E2 nucleosomes create themselves by two

successive recruitment reactions, one at each nucleosome

position. Circuits with at least two of these two-step positive

feedback pathways predominate among the working circuits

(blue and red dots, Fig. 2). The E-adjacent arrangement tends

to short-circuit these two-step pathways. However, in the

most bistable E-adjacent circuit (Fig. 2C) the absence of

recruited reactions between E1 and E2 allows E1 and E2

nucleosomes to be created predominately through 3-step

positive feedback recruitment pathways.

2) Bistability is most robustly obtained if the nucleosome type

inserted after replication (R) is not one of the nucleosome

types associated with the epigenetic states (E1 or E2). The R-

out arrangement produces 3-fold more working circuits than

the R-in arrangement. This reflects the difficulty in achieving

reasonable balance between the E1 and E2 states when one of

them is favored by replication. This imbalance can sometimes

be redressed by an opposing imbalance in the number of

recruitment reactions favoring the non-R epigenetic state, for

example, in the E-opposite/R-in circuit shown in Fig. 2C.

We expect that this preference for the R-out arrangement

would be relaxed if the relative strengths of recruitment and

noise reactions were allowed to vary.

In the following analysis we confine ourselves to the E-opposite/

R-out arrangement.

Modification reactions used by the circuits
The 202 working E-opposite/R-out circuits are examined in

more detail in Fig. 3. The number of times that each type of

reaction occurs in this group of circuits is shown in Fig. 3A. The

most frequent reactions are self-creation recruitment reactions by

E1 or E2, particularly from the R state. These reactions provide

direct positive feedback by E1 and E2. E1 and E2 also frequently

‘attack’ the opposite state, which not only weakens that state but is

the first move towards self-creation. Together, these common

reactions generate a consensus circuit in which E1 and E2 each

use both possible two-step positive feedback pathways (Fig. 2A).

The consensus circuit is the most bistable of the two-modification

circuits. In fact, as already seen in Fig. 1D, the classical circuit

which contains only half of these recruitment reactions provides

strong bistability. Thus these reactions can often be replaced; the

attack on E1 or E2 can often be left to noise and, less frequently, is

stimulated by the non-E nucleosomes. Interestingly, the creation of

E1 or E2 sometimes occurs as a result of non-E nucleosomes

‘destroying’ themselves - recruiting enzymes that act on their own

type. In contrast, E1 and E2 never recruit enzymes that destroy

themselves, though they occasionally act to create the opposing E

type.

Working circuits generally involve strong activity of the E1 and

E2 nucleosomes, usually containing 4–6 reactions in which the E1

and E2 nucleosomes recruit enzymes that make modifications that

move nucleosomes towards their own type, either creating

themselves or attacking the opposing state (Fig. 3B; the consensus

circuit contains 8 of these reactions). However, a reasonable

number of circuits use only three reactions of this kind. In contrast,

few circuits have E1 and E2 stimulating moves ‘away’ from their

own type (Fig. 3C).

Fig. 3D shows that bistability requires at least 4 recruitment

reactions in the circuit. However, the only working circuit with so

few recruitment reactions is the classical circuit (Fig. 1C), while the

consensus circuit (Fig. 2A) requires 8 such reactions. The minimal

number of specific recruited enzymes required by the circuits

(Fig. 3E) is substantially less than the number of recruitment

reactions because in many cases a specific nucleosome type (e.g.

11) recruits enzymes that catalyse the same reaction (e.g. 0 to 1 at

the first position) on two nucleosomes (e.g. 00 and 01). In these

cases only a single enzyme is required; one that is sensitive to

modifications at both positions on the recruiting nucleosome but is

Histone Codes and Epigenetics
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Figure 2. Testing two-modification histone codes for bistability. Simulations were carried out for each of the 58 circuits for each of the four
different arrangements of the E1, E2 and R nucleosome types (A–D), for a system of N~30 nucleosomes with a noise level b~0:01. The scatter plots
show scores for balance (B) and switching frequency per generation (fsw) for those circuits that switch reasonably quickly (tjumpv2)between E1-
dominated and E2-dominated states (see Methods). Circuits in the boxed region show high stability (switching less than once per 10 generations)
and a reasonable frequency for both the E1 and E2 epigenetic states (Bw0:75). The color of the points indicates the number of two-step positive
feedback reactions, where E1 or E2 recruit enzymes that create their own type by two successive reactions. For example, in the consensus motif in (A),

Histone Codes and Epigenetics
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insensitive to the modification at the other position on its target

nucleosome.

Use of standard two-step cooperativity
Among the 202 motifs with balanced bistability, 190 have at least

one standard two-step positive feedback pathway, where E1 or E2

stimulate the reaction to create one of the intermediate (non-E)

nucleosomes and also stimulate the reaction creating themselves from

that intermediate nucleosome (Fig. 3F). Because this two-step pathway

involves the successive action of TWO E1 (or E2) nucleosomes in their

self-creation, it can produce a positive feedback with a dependence on

the square of the number of E1 (or E2) nucleosomes, providing a

more-than-linear response, or ultrasensitivity.

There are four possible standard two-step positive feedback

pathways: two directions (towards E1 or E2) and two paths (over

the R or non-R nucleosome). Circuits with one two-step pathway

in each direction are most abundant but nearly as many circuits

have just one such pathway (Fig. 3F). Involvement of the R

nucleosome in these pathways is preferred, presumably because

there are large numbers of these nucleosomes that need to be

rapidly converted after replication.

We noticed that the standard two-step recruitment pathway nearly

always includes an extra recruited reaction converting the intermediate

type into the attacked E nucleosome type, pushing the intermediate

‘‘back’’, against the flow of the two-step reactions. In fact, the standard

two-step pathway with such a destabilized intermediate is seen in 185 of

the 202 motifs that exhibit bistability (Fig. 3F).

This additional reaction is critical for bistability (Fig. 4).

Simulations showed that a circuit with two standard two step

pathways without intermediate destabilization gave poor bistability

(Fig. 4A; in these simulations, replication was omitted and circuits

were symmetrical in order to provide balance). Addition of

00 nucleosomes cooperate to create their own type by stimulating the 11 to 10 reaction and the 10 to 00 reaction. For green points there are 0 or 1 of
these two-step reactions in the motif, for blue there are 2 and for red there are 3 or 4. Selected circuits are shown for each arrangement (symbols as in
Fig. 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g002

Figure 3. Analysis of the 202 bistable E-opposite/R-out circuits. These circuits have Bw0:75, fswv0:1=generation and tjumpv2 generations.
(A) The table shows total numbers of each reaction among the 202 circuits, with types of reactions color-coded. These data are summarized in the
circuit, where reaction frequency is denoted by arrow thickness. (B) Number of circuits with the indicated number of recruitment links in which E1 or
E2 stimulates moves towards themselves (reactions 1, 2, 3, 6 by E1; 4, 5, 7, 8 by E2). (C) Number of circuits with the indicated number of recruitment
links in which E1 or E2 stimulates moves away from themselves (reactions 4, 5, 7, 8 by E1; 1, 2, 3, 6 by E2). (D) Number of recruitment reactions per
circuit. (E) Minimal number of recruited enzymes needed for the circuit. This is less than the number of recruitment reactions because in some cases
the recruited enzyme acts to modify or de-modify a particular histone position without being sensitive to the modification state of the other position.
For example, the consensus motif (Fig. 2A) has 8 recruitment reactions but only requires 4 enzymes. (F) Upper panel: Numbers of circuits with 0, 1 or 2
standard two-step positive feedback pathways stimulated by either E1 or E2 according to whether the pathway is over the R-state, or the non-R state.
For example, the ‘classical’ circuit and the ‘reverse classical’ circuit are in the 44 and 12 member classes, respectively. Lower panel: Includes only
standard 2-step pathways in which a recruited enzyme catalyzes conversion of the intermediate type to the opposing E type. Most standard two-step
pathways are of this type.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g003

Histone Codes and Epigenetics
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destabilization by the intermediate converting itself to the

opposing E type improved bistability somewhat (Fig. 4C). Strong

bistability was obtained when the destabilization was catalyzed by

the opposing E type (Fig. 4D), the type of reaction seen in the

classical circuit and the 3 nucleosome-type system (Fig. 1).

This need for destabilization of the intermediate type can be

understood as introducing a ‘‘loss’’ term for the intermediate

nucleosome type that is necessary for ultrasensitivity. Considering

the case where type 3~11 nucleosomes create themselves in two

steps from type 0~00 through type 1~10 (see x02230x3 in Fig. 2):

dn3

dt
~ n1

:n3{::: ð2Þ

dn1

dt
~ n0

:n3{n1
:n3{loss:n1 ð3Þ

giving a steady state occupation of the rare intermediate state

n1&n0
:n3=(losszn3). When this ‘‘loss’’ is sizeable, occupation of

the intermediate state is sensitive to n3 and eq. 2 then predicts ultra

sensitive dependence of n3 on itself. Notice that the ‘‘loss’’ term

only supports ultra-sensitivity if the loss is not due to enzymes

recruited by type 3 nucleosomes, as seen in the simulations in

Fig. 4.

Non-standard two-step cooperativity
Surprisingly, 12 of the E-opposite/R-out circuits work without

any of these standard two-step positive feedback pathways. This

group of ‘exotic’ circuits is comprised of 6 unique circuits, each

having a symmetrical twin (Fig. 5A).

Five of these circuits contain one or more reaction motifs that

provide a novel form of two-step cooperativity (the exception is

x10320x3). In these ‘pull-push’ reactions an E nucleosome recruits

an enzyme that attacks the opposite E type, converting it to one of

the intermediate types (R or non-R), and the intermediate recruits

an enzyme that converts its own type to the E type (Fig. 5B).

Because the E nucleosome acts to create the recruiter AND the

target for the reaction that creates its own type, this pair of

reactions provides a positive feedback that can exhibit an

ultrasensitive dependence on the number of E nucleosomes,

provided that the intermediate state is again destabilized.

Simulation of a minimal circuit with two pull-push reactions

(without replication) shows that this motif alone is not able to

provide bistability (Fig. 5B). However, adding a loss of the

intermediate, due to a self-creation reaction catalyzed by the

attacked E type, provides robust bistability even at high noise

levels.

This destabilized pull-push motif is present in 74 of the 84

bistable circuits that contain pull-push reactions (Fig. 5C). These

reactions are therefore likely to play a role in strengthening the

bistability in a large fraction of the 202 bistable E-opposite/R-out

circuits. even when standard two-step cooperativity is present.

Fig. 6 examines the frequencies of the destabilized pull-push and

standard 2-step motifs in the 202 bistable E-opposite/R-out

circuits. Only 4 circuits have neither of these motifs (2 symmetrical

pairs), one being the x10320x3 circuit (Fig. 5A).

The x10320x3 circuit (Fig. 5A) and its symmetrical counterpart

do not contain either a standard two-step motif or a pull-push

motif. However recruitment from 10 act to support the 01 type

that attacks 10, and thus recruitment reactions around 10

represent a variant destabilized pull-push motif. At the same

time, the 01 type is occupied simultaneously with type 11, and

together they provide a 2-step recruitment 00?01?11. Thus the

fact that this exotic motif is stable even up to noise level b~0:04
may well select that it integrates the two recruitment paths that

both lead to ultrasensitivity.

Expanded possibilities for epigenetic circuit evolution
The large number of different bistable circuits revealed in our

screen suggests that different organisms, different cells and

different genomic regions could utilize different variations of a 4-

nucleosome-type modification system to achieve epigenetic regu-

lation. To examine how such differences could arise by evolution,

we looked at the ‘connectedness’ of the different circuits. Fig. 7

shows each of the 202 bistable circuits as nodes in a network, each

linked to circuits that have only one reaction catalyzed differently.

Figure 4. Requirement for destabilization of the intermediate
for bistability by the standard 2-step motif. All circuits contain 2
standard two-step reaction pathways. The circuits in (B), (C) and (D)
contain recruitment reactions in which the intermediate (non-E)
nucleosomes are converted to the E nucleosome type that is attacked
by the two-step pathway (thick green arrows). Catalysis of these
reactions is stimulated by the other intermediate type (B), the
intermediate itself (C) or the attacked E nucleosome type (D).
Simulation was done without replication (each generation equivalent
is 50 reaction attempts per nucleosome) and at high noise (b~0:08).
Note the different scales on the time axes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g004
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The network tends to be clustered into two main groups,

centered around the consensus circuit 00033033 and a more

peripheral cluster centered around the classical circuit x003xx30

where the non-R paths are less catalyzed.

Remarkably, 191 of the circuits are connected into one network.

This connectedness is surprising, given the strong limitations we put

on our search space for circuit motifs, and means that the large

variety of bistable circuits can be explored through a succession of

relatively small evolutionary changes, without loss of bistability.

Sequences of single enzymatic replacements can connect circuits that

have no common recruitment, for example motif 0x2131x3 and

x003xx3x shown explicitly in Fig. 7. Stepping through this network,

a system may maintain basic epigenetic and regulatory properties

while exploring subtle differences due to different combinations of

recruitment processes. This evolutionary network resembles evolu-

tion of RNA sequences, which traverses far ranging but connected

neutral plateaus of primary sequences which fold in identical

secondary structures [26]. A degeneracy has also been suggested for

regulatory networks that can digitalize morphogen gradients [27].

Discussion

By sampling histone code circuits for their ability to support

heritable bistability we have addressed the minimal requirements

for obtaining epigenetics, defined as the ability to remember one of

several possible states across several cell generations. Our findings

are also important because histone code circuits with potential for

bistability allow genetic regulation that can be ultrasensitive or

graded, depending on the size of the system and the extent to

which it couples to a noisy catalytic environment in the cell [21].

Figure 5. Bistable circuits without standard two-step cooperativity. (A) The exotic circuits. (B) Symmetrical circuits with two opposing pull-
push motifs (upper) are not substantially bistable, while circuits with two destabilized pull-push motifs (lower) are. Simulations were without
replication. (C) Left panel: Numbers of circuits among the 202 bistable E-opposite/R-out circuits with 0, 1 or 2 pull-push positive feedback pathways
(left) or destabilized pull-push pathways towards either E1 or E2 shown according to whether the pathway is over the R-state, or the non-R state.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g005

Figure 6. Combinations of the two cooperativity motifs used in
the bistable circuits. The histogram shows the number of
destabilized 2-step motifs and destabilized pull-push motifs used in
the 202 bistable E-opposite/R-out circuits. Although a majority of
circuits use only the 2-step motif, many circuits contain at least one of
each motif.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002643.g006
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Our search was constrained to a ‘‘circuit code’’ space which was

limited in both the number of considered modifications and in the

scope for regulating each transition. In spite of these limitations,

we found many solutions, including some unexpected new

regulatory designs for bistable feedback systems. Thus, having

two histone positions that can be modified AND having reading

and writing enzymes that can distinguish the four resulting

nucleosome types allows a large variety of reaction circuits that can

generate stable and heritable alternative modification states.

This increased number of circuits results from the increased

number of pathways available for indirect cooperativity, where

positive feedback involves two successive recruitment reaction

steps. This indirect cooperativity can be achieved by two kinds of

two-step positive feedback. In the standard pathway [11], a

nucleosome type recruits enzymes that catalyse a sequence of two

steps:one step to create an intermediate nucleosome type that is

different from it by one modification and a second step to create its

own type. We discovered a new cooperativity motif, the pull-push

reaction, in which the second step is clarified out by the

intermediate type recruiting the enzyme that converts itself. To

generate ultrasensitivity, both cooperativity motifs require that the

intermediate nucleosome type is destabilized by a recruitment

reaction that pushes it in the opposite direction.

Our analysis reveals a number of ‘rules’ for generation of such

epigenetic circuits: 1) The circuit should contain at least one two-

step intermediate-destabilized pathway of either the standard or

pull-push type. There were only 2% exceptions to this rule among

our accepted motifs. 2) It is easier to produce working circuits if the

alternative dominant nucleosome types are different at both

modification positions, that is, are separated by 2 reaction steps.

This reflects the ease of producing two-step cooperativity. 3) It is

easier to produce working circuits if the new nucleosomes inserted

after replication are not one of the alternative dominant

nucleosome types. This helps avoid biasing the system too heavily

towards one dominant state. 4) The dominant nucleosome types

are highly active in recruiting enzymes that create their own type

or destroy the opposing dominant type, and never self-destruct,

that is, recruit enzymes that change their own type. 5) Self-

destruction is only seen for intermediate nucleosome types. These

rules could be relaxed with removal of some of the restrictions we

placed on the circuits. However, we believe that they are likely to

be general features of nucleosome-based epigenetic systems.

Finally we found that conversion of one circuit into almost any

other circuit can occur by a succession of small changes that retain

heritable bistability, a feature that should facilitate circuit

evolution. This plasticity is consequence of the fact that the two

motifs that generate cooperativity are only one ‘‘mutation’’ away

from each other in the sense that only one recruitment separates

them from each other.

Although our restricted 4-nucleosome-type system is capable of

surprisingly complex behavior, it is extremely simple compared to

real systems. Nucleosomes are known to be modified in multiple

ways at many positions, and modifying enzymes are likely to be

sensitive to combinations of these modifications in complex ways.

Thus, our analysis indicates that real systems have huge potential

for generating multiple stable and heritable nucleosome modifi-

cation states.
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